COBALT
Powerchair

“Highly compact and
ultra-manoeuvrable”

The Cobalt Powerchair is a compact, lightweight and highly
transportable chair which is simple and easy to use due to its user
friendly programmable controller. This powerchair splits into 3
sections for easy handling and storage when not in use.

www.drivemedical.co.uk

The Cobalt features a rear wheel drive system which provides the user with optimum
manoeuvrability, and along with a tight turning circle, this makes this ultra-responsive
powerchair simple and easy to use in any indoor environment.

Superb Comfort, Style & Performance...
»» Maximum speed of 4mph*.
»» Maximum range of 8 miles on a
full battery charge*.
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width.
»» Designed for indoor and outdoor use.
»» Compact and manoeuvrable for use in
tight spaces and busy environments.
»» Splits easily for storage
and transportation.
»» Rear wheel drive system for
optimum manoeuvrability.
»» Detachable width adjustable
armrests with removable arm pads
to suit comfort of user.
»» Folding backrest for easy
storage and transportation.
»» Height adjustable seat and
length adjustment on armrests
allow chair to be easily adapted
to suit comfort preferences.
»» Swivel seat facilitates easy transfers
on and off the chair.

»» De-clutch operation to enable you
to safely freewheel the chair where
and when required.
»» Padded upholstery for additional
comfort and support.
»» 20cm (8”) front castors and 23cm (9”)
rear wheels with solid puncture
proof tyres provide durability
and low maintenance.
»» Height adjustable, flip up footplate
to suit users leg length and assist
with easy transfers.
»» Dynamic Shark programmable
controller provides an easy and
enjoyable driving experience.
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard.
»» Seat belt included for additional
safety and security.
»» Available in two colour options –
Metallic Blue or Metallic Red.
»» Maximum weight capacity 113kg (18st).
* Subject to conditions of use.

Splits easily for storage and transportation

COBALT

CODE: COBALTX16

Max Weight Capacity:
113kg (18st)

Length:

Height:

98cm (38.5")

33-36cm (13-14")

Width:

Seat Width:

61cm (24")

46cm (18")

Seat Depth:

Weight:

38cm (15")

55kg (121lb)

Colour Options
Dynamic Shark programmable controller

Metallic Blue

Metallic Red

Leaflet Code: LL211 If you would like to view this product
please contact your local stockist, details below.

Flip up, height adjustable footplate
We have a continuous product improvement policy and consequently reserve the right to amend design and specification without prior notice. All sizes and weights stated are nominal.
All errors and omissions excepted. Due to the limitations of photography and the printing process colours shown may not be 100% accurate.

